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57) ABSTRACT 
A feeding system for a linear motor transportation sys 
tem in which a number of discrete drive coil units or 
linear motor units are arranged along a track to gener 
ate a moving magnetic field for driving trains is dis 
closed. In the present feeding system, a number offeed 
ing sections extend contiguously along the track and 
each of the feeding sections includes at least one power 
supply station. Each feeding section is divided into at 
least two linear motor blocks each having a feeder 
block, The linear motor units in each of the linear motor 
blocks are connected through associated ones of a first 
group of switches to the associated feeder means which 
are connected to the power converter of the associated 
feeding section through associated ones of a second 
group of switches. Preferably, those adjacent two 
feeder blocks which belong to adjacent different feed 
ing sections respectively are coupled together through 
an associated one of a third group of switches. Prefera 
bly, the second switches are correspondingly connected 
to the power supply stations through a fourth group of 
switches, Preferably, in each of the feeding sections, a 
dynamic brake is coupled to the junction of the second 
switches and the feeder blocks or the junction of the 
second and fourth switches through a corresponding 
one of a fifth group of switches, 
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1. 

FEEDING SYSTEM FOR LINEAR MOTOR TYPE 
TRANSPORTING SYSTEM 

The present invention relates to a feeding system for 
a linear motor (e.g. linear synchronous motor, linear 
induction motor or D.C. linear motor) mounted contin 
uously on the ground in an ultra high speed transporta 
tion system. 

Various methods are known to efficiently feed the 
linear motor mounted continuously on the ground. One 
of the excellent methods in the prior art is disclosed in 
Japanese Pat. No. 53-4201 (counterparts of which are 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,068,152 and German DAS 2,310,812). In 
that patent, a drive coil of a linear motor system is ar 
ranged along a long transport path. The drive coil is 
divided into a number of drive coil units (hereinafter 
refered to as linear motor units) each having a length 
longer than the length of a train. The transport path is 
divided into a number of feeding sections each includ 
ing a plurality of ones of said linear motor units and one 
linear motor feeding device. Each of the linear motor 
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units in each feeding section is energized from a power 
converter of the linear motor feeding device for that 
feeding section through feeder means and an electric 
switch device. As the feeder means a plurality of feed 
ers, for example a pair of feeders, are used, which are 
connected to a pair of power converters (e.g. cycocon 
verters or inverters) in the linear motor feeding device. 
The linear motor units are connected alternately to one 
and the other of the pair of feeders through the switch 
devices so that a driving force for the train does not 
vary. It should be noted that only one train can be pres 
ent in one feeding section as will be readily understood. 
If a train is present in a fedding section when another 
train moves into that feeding section, two trains of dif 
ferent velocities are to be operated by one linear motor 
feeding device. If a synchronous linear motor is used, 
this causes desynchronization or pulsation of driving 
force. Accordingly, such an operation is not permitted. 
Therefore, it is not permitted that a train be present in a 
feeding section forward or backward of a feeding sec 
tion in which another train is present. In addition, when 
a so-called block section is provided as is usual in a 
conventional railway train operation control system 
from a standpoint of safety in operating a plurality of 
trains, it is necessary to assure that a train is not present 
in the feeding section forward or backward of a feeding 
section in which another train is present. - 
As described above, in the feeding system for the 

linear motor in accordance with the prior art explained 
above, only five trains can run in ten feeding sections, 
for example. This, the density of trains in operations is 
limited. In this system, the length of the feeding section 
must be shortened in order to increase the density of 
trains in operation. This causes the increase of the num 
ber of power converters. In either case, a utilization 
factor of the power converter is low. In addition, if a 
power converter in any one of the feeding section is 
down, the train cannot run in that feeding section and 
the operation of the trains in the transport path is hin 
dered. This causes a problem in reliability. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to overcome the difficulties mentioned above and pro 
vide a feeding system for a linear motor transportation 
system which can increase the density of trains in opera 
tion and has a high utilization factor of the power con 
Veters, 
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2 
In order to accomplish the above object of the pres 

ent invention, the present invention provides a feeding 
system for a linear motor transportation system in 
which a plurality of divided drive coil units or linear 
motor units are arranged along a track to generate a 
moving magnetic field for driving vehicles, which feed 
ing system comprises; a plurality of feeding sections 
continuously extending along the track, the plurality of 
linear motor units being allotted to the feeding sections; 
at least one power converter arranged in each one of the 
feeding sections; each one of the feeding sections being 
subdivided into at least two linear motor blocks; two 
feeder means arranged in the two linear motor blocks in 
each of the feeding sections; a first set of switching 
means, the linear motor units belonging to one of the 
two linear motor blocks of each of the feeding sections 
being connected to one of the two feeder means 
through corresponding ones of the first set of switching 
means while the linear motor units belonging to the 
other of the linear motor blocks being connected to the 
other of the feeder means through corresponding ones 
of the first set of switching means; and a second set of 
switching means, the two feeder means arranged in 
each of the respective feeding sections being connected 
to the feeding device through corresponding ones of the 
second set of switching means. 

Preferably, the feeding system further comprises a 
third set of switching means, adjacent two of the feeder 
means respectively belonging to two adjacent different 
feeding sections being interconnected through corre 
sponding ones of the third set of switching means, 

Preferably, the feeding system further comprises a 
fourth set of switching means, each of the second set of 
switching means being connected to the associated 
power converter through corresponding one of the 
fourth set of switching means. 

Preferably, the feeding system further comprises a 
fifth set of switching means and a plurality of dynamic 
braking means each connected to at the junction portion 
between corresponding one of the second set of switch 
ing means and the feeder means connected thereto, or 
when the fourth set of switching means are provided at 
the junction portion between each one of the fourth set 
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of switching group and the second set of switching 
means connected thereto, through corresponding one 
of the fifth set of switching means. 

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will 
be explained in detail with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings, in which; 
FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of one embodi 

ment of the feeding system of the present invention; 
FIGS. 2A to 2C illustrate operation of the feeding 

system of the present invention when an interval be 
tween trains satisfies formula (1), in particular FIG. 2A 
showing a simplified circuit diagram, FIG, 2B showing 
a map illustrating train positions, and FIG. 2C showing 
an operation map for switches; 
FIGS. 3A to 3C illustrate operation of the feeding 

system when the interval between trains satisfies for 
mula (2); 
FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing a basic handling se 

quence of the feeding system; 
FIG. 5 shows detection zones for the train; 
FIGS. 6A to 6C illustrate operation when the interval 

between trains becomes short; 
FIG. 7 is a flow chart showing a basic handling se 

quence when the interval between trains becomes short; 
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FIG. 8 drawn in the same sheet in which FIG. 5 is 
drawn is a flow chart showing a handling sequence 
when a power converter of a power supply station is 
down; 
FIGS. 9A to 9C and 10A to 10C illustrate operations 

when the interval between trains satisfies the formulas 
(1) and (2), respectively; 
FIGS. 11A and 11B are flow charts showing basic 

handling sequences around the (n-1)-th feeding section 
when the n-th feeding section is down; 
FIG, 12 is a flow chart showing a basic handling 

sequence around (n-1)-th feeding section when n-th 
feeding section is down; 
FIG. 13 is a flow chart showing a basic handling 

sequence when two trains are present in one feeding 
section; 
FIGS. 14A and 14B illustrate operational features 

when a power converter of a power supply station is 
down for different ways of arrangement of linear motor 
blocks in one feeding section; 

FIG. 15 shows a schematic diagram of the feeding 
system when power converters of two adjacent power 
supply stations are simultaneously down; 
FIG. 16 illustrates a dynamic braking circuit; 
FIG, 17 illustrates a dynamic braking operation in 

accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 18 illustrates an operation when two vehicles 

are present in one feeding sections; 
FIG. 19 shows another embodiment of the dynamic 

braking circuit of the present invention; 
FIG. 20 shows a block diagram illustrating a con 

struction of a train position detecting system; 
FIGS. 21A and 21B is a simplified circuit diagram 

showing a construction of the feeding system of the 
present invention around a railway station. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
shown in FIG. 1, a transport path is divided into a plu 
rality offeeding sections in each of which a plurality of 
linear motor units are arranged along the transport path, 
as in prior art systems. FIG. 1 shows an n-th feeding 
section, and (n-1)-th and (n+1)-th feeding sections 
adjacent thereto are shown partially. It differs from the 
prior art system described above in that the linear motor 
units in each feeding system are grouped into two block 
sections, a forward linear motor block and a backward 
linear motor block. That is, the linear motor units in the 
n-th feeding section are grouped into a forward linear 
motor block LMnfand a backward linear motor block 
LMb, which are fed by forward feeder means Fif and 
backward feeder means Fab, respectively. The forward 
feeder means Frpreferably comprises a pair of feeders 
F1? and F2? while the backward feeder means Fab pref. 
erably comprises a pair of feeders F1, and F2b. Linear 
motor units ULM?, ULM2, ... belonging to the for 
ward linear motor block LM? are alternately con 
nected to the feeders Fif and Frthrough first switches 
Slf, S2, . . . , respectively, while linear motor units 
ULM1b, ULM2b, ... belonging to the backward linear 
motor block LM are connected to the feeders F1b, 
F2b, ... through the first switches Sib, S2b, ..., respec 
tively. The forward and backward feeder means Fif 
and Fb are connected to a power supply station PSn 
through second switches SW2nf and SW2b, respec 
tively, and fed therefrom. More particularly, the power 
supply station PS preferably includes a pair of power 
converters PC1 and PC2 and the second switches 
SW2nf and SW2ns are double-pole switches respec 
tively. The power converter PC1 is connected to the 
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4. 
feeders Flf and F1 through first paths of the second 
switches SW2nf and SW2b, respectively, while the 
power converter PC2 is connected to the feeders Frand 
F2b through second paths of the second switches 
SW2nfand SW2b, respectively. In this manner, in each 
feeding section, the linear motor units ULM?, ULM2f. 

; and ULMib, ULM.2b, , , , are alternately and sequen 
tially energized by the power converters PC1 and PC2. 
The present embodiment further differs from the prior 
art system described above in that those feeder means in 
(n-1)-th and (n+1)-th feeding sections which are re 
spectively adjacent to the two feeder means in the n-th 
feeding section are preferably connected to each other 
through third switches. More particularly, as shown in 
FIG. 1, the forward feeder means Farin the n-th feed 
ing section is connected to the backward feeder means 
Fn+1b in the forwardly adjacent (n+1)-th feeding sec 
tion through the third switch SW3-1, and the back 
ward feeder means F is connected to the forward 
feeder means F-1? in the backwardly adjacent (n-1)- 
th feeding section through the third switch SW3-1. 
The third switches are also of double-pole to connect 
the feeder Flf to the feeder F1b, and the feeder F2? to the 
feeder F2b, of the two adjacent feeder means. A basic 
operation of the first switches is to close associated 
switches in response to position information as the 
trains TR move to energize the linear motor units con 
nected to those switches. The switching operation of 
the first switches is controlled by a signal SG1 from a 
signal processing unit which will be described later in 
connection with FIG. 20. The operation of the first 
switches has been known in the prior art and hence the 
explanation thereof is omitted in the following descrip 
tion except when they are operated in a special way. 
While the embodiment of FIG. 1 shows two feeders for 
each feeder means and hence two power converters for 
each power supply station to follow the prior art system 
described above, the number of the feeders of each 
feeder means and hence the number of the power con 
verters in each power supply station need not be two 
but they may be only one in order to accomplish the 
object of the present invention. However, from a stand 
point of enhancement of confortable feeling of riding, 
the number of the feeders of each feeder means may 
preferably be increased to such as three or more. In 
such a case, the number of the power converters in each 
power supply station and the number of poles of the 
respective second switches are increased corresponding 
to the number of the feeders. Further, while two linear 
motor blocks are shown in each feeding section, each 
feeding section may be grouped into three or more 
linear motor blocks. In such a case, the number of the 
feeder means and the number of the second switches are 
increased correspondingly. Therefore, it should be un 
derstood that FIG. shows a mere example of the pre 
ferred embodiments. 

Referring to a simplified circuit diagram of a feeding 
system corresponding to FIG. 1, operation thereof will 
be explained. Let us assume a normal operation condi 
tion in which any power supply station in one feeding 
section and an adjacent feeding section is not down. 
Explanation will be made for the cases where the inter 
val between adjacent trains is relatively long and short, 
respectively, and the case where the interval between 
adjacent trains is locally short. (Hereinafter, unless oth 
erwise specified, the description regarding the feeding 
state of the power supply station indicates the feeding 
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state of the power converter in that power supply sta 
tion.) 

FIG. 2A shows a simplified circuit diagram when the 
relation between the train interval LTT, the length of 
feeding section LPC and the train length LT satisfies an 
inequality formula (1), and FIGS. 2B and 2C show a 
map of trains under the condition of FIG. 2A and oper 
ation diagram for the second and third switches. Opera 
tion sequence for the respective switches for the posi 
tion of the train will be explained with reference to 
FIG. 4. 

LTT)(3/2)LPC--LT (1) 

When the trains are operated such that the train inter 
val LTT in FIG. 2A satisfies the inequality formula (1), 
the third switches (SW3-1..n, SW3-1 etc.) are all 
opened as shown. The respective second switches 
(SW2n+1?, SW2n-1.fin FIG. 2) connected to the re 
spective linear motor blocks in which trains are present 
respectively (first train being present in the linear motor 
block LMn+1f and second train being present in the 
linear motor block LM-1? in FIG. 2) are closed to 
energize the linear motor units on which the train are 
present respectively through the first switches which 
are selectively closed by a signal SG-1, by the power 
converters connected to the closed second switches to 
operate the trains. (In FIG. 2A, the first switches and 
the linear motor units are not shown.) The switching of 
the second and third switches and the actuation of the 
power converters are also controlled by signals SG2, 
SG3 and Sp, respectively, from a signal processing unit 
which will be described later, in the similar manner to 
the first switches. When the train TR is present across 
two feeding sections (in FIG. 2A, when the train No. 2 
TR travels as shown by a broken line the number "2" in 
a mark D being used to indicate the No. 2 train and, 
hereinafter the same notation being used), the power 
supply stations which belong to those two feeding sec 
tions fed the linear motor units at which the trains are 
present. This will be explained in more detail in the 
following description. 
FIGS. 2B and 2C show the positions of the respective 

trains and the operation of the second and third 
switches, and the feeding condition of the power supply 
stations when the trains travel at the train interval men 
tioned above. The train position shown in FIG. 2A 
indicates a case 1 as an initial position and a case 2 as a 
position after the movement shown by the broken line. 
In FIG. 2C, mark X indicates an open state of the 
switch and mark O indicates a closed state of the switch. 
The numeral shown in the circle O indicates the train 
number to which the power supply station of the associ 
ated feeding section feeds. As is seen from FIGS. 2B 
and 2C, when the train interval satisfies the inequality 
formula (1) (and the power supply stations are in normal 
condition), there are two or more linear motor blocks in 
which no train is present and in most cases every other 
power supply station is feeding. Accordingly, the utili 
zation factor of the power supply stations is about the 
same as that of the prior art feeding system. However, 
as to the number 1 train in the case 1, the second switch 
SW2n+1f must be closed to feed through the power 
supply station PSn+1 but the second switch SW2n-1h. 
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6 
being fed, the collision of the trains can be avoided by 
opening the second switch SW2n-1b to operate the 
linear motor block LMn-1b in a dynamic brake mode, 
Accordingly, since one linear motor block can be used 
as one block section, the train operation at a shorter 
train interval, that is, at higher density of trains in opera 
tion, than those of the prior art feeding system can be 
attained. (As noted previously, in the prior art feeding 
system only one train can enter one feeding section for 
safety reason and hence one full feeding section must be 
defined as one block section.) Furthermore, when any 
one of the power supply stations is down, the second 
and third switches effectively operate to enable the 
train operation at as short train interval as possible. This 
will be explained in detail with reference to FIG. 6A et 
Seq, 
Even when the grain interval becomes shorter to 

satisfy the following inequality formula (2), 

(3/2)LPC--LT2LTTYLPC--LT (2) 

the feeding may be achieved without closing the third 
switches in the same manner as above. In this case, 
however, as is seen from the circuit diagram of FIG. 
3A, the train position diagram of FIG. 3B and the oper 
ation diagram of the switches of FIG. 3C, the number of 
the linear motor block in which no train is present be 
tween two trains is in most cases one (in some cases it 
may be two), and therefore almost all power supply 
stations are in operation. Accordingly, as will be ex 
plained later (with reference to FIG. 10), the control is 
more complex when any one or more power supply 
stations are down. Accordingly, it is a practical way to 
operate the trains at the train interval defined by the 
inequality formula (2) in normal state to increase the 
density of trains in operation and when any one of the 
power supply stations is down the train interval in the 
feeding sections forward and backward of that feeding 
section is increased to satisfy the inequality formula (1). 
An example of control sequence of the feeding sys 

tem described above, particularly a control sequence 
for the switches is illustrated in FIG. 4 with respect to 
the n-th feeding section. For the other feeding sections, 
a similar sequence may be used provided that suffixes in 
of the respective symbols are replaced by suffixes repre 
sentative of those feeding sections. The operation se 
quence for an abnormal state in which any one of the 
power supply stations is down will be explained later 
with reference to FIGS. 8, 11 and 12, and the operation 
sequence for a case where the train interval becomes 
short also will be explained later with reference to FIG. 
7. The inequality formula (2) is used here to determine 
the train interval. 
When the respective power supply stations in the n-th 

feeding section and the adjacent (n+1)-th and (n-1)-th 
feeding sections under consideration in FIG. 4 operate 
normally and the train interval satisfies the condition of 
the inequality formula (2), the second and third switches 
are operated in the sequences CD et seq., shown in FIG. 
4. That is, the third switches SW3n-1-n and SW3nn-1 
which connect the n-th feeding section with the adja 

may be opened. In this manner, the train operation at . 
shorter train interval is permitted. That is, as will be 
explained later in detail, even if a succeeding train en 
ters the (n+1)-th feeding, section and comes into the 
linear motor block LM-1, while the number 1 train is 

65 

cent (n-1)-th and (n+1)-th feeding sections, respec 
tively, are opened, and the second switches SW2nfand 
SW2nt, are opened under the condition that the power 
supply station PSn is deenergized if no train is present in 
the n-th feeding section and no succeeding train is pres 
ent in the backward (n-1)-th feeding section (i.e. the 
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adjacent linear motor block LM-1? in the illustrated 
requence of FIG. 4). When the succeeding train enters 
the backward (n-1)-th feeding section (i.e. the linear 
motor block LMn-fin the illustrated sequence of FIG. 
4), the second switches SW2nt, and SW2nfare closed 
and the power supply station PSn is put in a standing-by 
state, and when the train enters the n-th feeding section, 
the power supply station PSn starts to feed to control 
the train. The sequence shown in FIG. 4 is followed 
subsequently to control the respective feeding sections 
to operate the trains while maintaing a proper train 
interval. 

In determining the train interval in the above se 
quence in the most precise and finest way, the result of 
operation for position information of the trains may be 
used, but the following method is practical and reliable. 
As shown in FIG. 5, each linear motor block is subdi 
vided into two zones such as Zbb, Zif and Zh, Ziff. A 
zone in which a train is present provides input informa 
tion, and if another train is not present in the four zones 
adjacent to and forward of that zone in which the train 
is present, it is determined that the train interval from a 
preceding train satisfies the inequality formula (2). In 
this case, regarding those four zones (which correspond 
in length to two feeder means or one feeding section) as 
one block section for operating the trains, if the preced 
ing train is present within the forward four zones, the 
succeeding train is braked to maintain the train interval 
of four or more zone lengths. In this manner, by repre 
senting the train position and the train interval by a 
plurality of zone units defined in the feeding sections, 
reliable detection information is obtained although the 
accuracy is lower than that obtained from actual train 
position information. Thus, the control reliability of the 
second and third switches is enhanced. Furthermore, 
when the train interval becomes too short to satisfy the 
inequality formula (2), the train position control can be 
done by the unit of zone which is shorter than the linear 
motor block so that finer control is attained. 

In the sequence of FIG. 4, the second switches 
SW2 and SW2n? may be closed with the succeeding 
train enters the (n-1)-th feeding section, or when it 
enters the linear motor block LMn-1f of the (n-1)-th 
feeding section, or when it enters the zone LMff of the 
block LM-1f. It is only essential to close those second 
switches before the train enters the n-th feeding section, 
but from a standpoint of freedom of control when the 
train interval becomes short, it is preferable to close the 
second switches when the train approaches the n-th 
feeding section as close as possible (that is, when the 
forward train becomes far away). In the illustrated se 
quence of FIG. 4, the second switches are closed when 
the succeeding train enters the linear motor block 
LMn-1f. As a result, even if a train is present in the 
linear motor block LMn-bin the n-th feeding section like 
in the case 3 of FIGS. 2B and 2C, the second switch in 
the (n+1)-th feeding section may be kept open. 
On the other hand, in the sequence of FIG, 4, the 

second switches SW2 and SW2nfare simultaneously 
operated when the train interval satisfies the inequality 
formula (2), but they may be independently operated as 
are done in the case where the train interval becomes 
short (cases 1 and 2 in FIG. 6C). In this case, each of the 
second switches is closed when a train enters the linear 
motor block which is one block behind the linear motor 
block to which the second switch in question is con 
nected. In this manner, the linear motor blocks into 
which the train does not immediately enter are discon 
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8 
nected from the main circuit of the associated power 
converters by the opening of the associated second 
switches and hence those linear motor blocks may con 
stitute dynamic braking circuits to form brake sections, 
as shown in FIGS, 16, 17 and 18. As a result, a safety 
factor can be increased. 
The operation when the train interval becomes short 

in the sequence of FIG. 4 will now be explained with 
reference to a simplified circuit diagram of FIG. 6A, a 
map of trains of FIG. 6B, an operation diagram for the 
second and third switches of FIG. 6C and a flow chart 
of operation sequence of FIG. 7. 
When the train interval is shorter than (LPC--LT), 

two trains may be present in one feeding section. In 
FIG. 6A, a train interval between a train No. 1 and a 
train No. 2 is short. If the trains travel as shown in a 
broken line (corresponding to the case 2 in FIG. 6B), 
the train No. 2 will be present across the n-th feeding 
section and the (n+1)-th feeding section. On the other 
hand, the train No. 1 will be still present in the linear 
motor block LM-1?. Therefore, the power supply 
station PS-1 must continue to feed the linear motor 
unit in which the train No. 1 is present, through the 
second switch SW2n+1.f, to operate the train. As a 
result, the train No. 2 is not fed by the power supply 
station PSn+1 and it may be braked. In accordance with 
the feeding system of the present invention, each feed 
ing section is divided into a plurality of linear motor 
blocks each connected to the power supply station of 
the associated feeding section through the associated 
second switch. Accordingly, when the above case oc 
curs, the second switch of the succeeding train (i.e. 
SW21.b of the train No. 2 in the illustrated example) is 
opened so that the linear motor block LMn+1.b operates 
as a dynamic braking circuit as shown in FIG, 18 to 
attain indepedent dynamic braking. Thus, even when 
two trains are present in one feeding section, the for 
ward train can continue to be operated through the 
power supply station of that feeding section while the 
succeeding train is dynamic-braked until the preceding 
train goes out of that feeding section to prevent the 
collision of the trains and adjust the train interval. If the 
train interval is not too short when two trains are pres 
ent in one feeding section, it is appropriate to operate 
the succeeding train by inertia instead of applying the 
dynamic brake and close the proper second switch, 
which has been open, after the preceding train has gone 
out of that feeding section to operate the succeeding 
train through the power supply station of that feeding 
section. The inertia operation of the train can be carried 
out by keeping open the first switches (Sif, S2,...; S1b, 
S2b. . . shown in FIG. 1) which connect the linear motor 
units on which the train is present with the associated 
feeders, but a safety factor is increased by keeping the 
second switches open. 
As described above, when the train interval does not 

satisfy the condition of the inequality formula (2) and 
two trains are present in one feeding section, the second 
switches for the succeeding train are opened to carry 
out the dynamic braking or the inertia operation of the 
train for preventing the collision of the trains and ad 
justing the train interval. Alternatively, referring to the 
circuit diagram of FIG. 6A and the operation diagram 
for the switches shown in FIG. 6C, the succeeding train 
may be braked by the power supply station of the adja 
cent feeding section through the third switch. This will 
be explained below with reference to the flow chart of 
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operation sequence shown in FIG, 7, and FIGS. 6A 
through 6C. 
FIG. 7 shows the flow chart of operation sequence 

primarily for the n-th feeding section. When no train is 
present in the n-th feeding section or when a train is 
present therein but the train interval to the preceding 
train satisfies the condition of the ineqaulity formula (2), 
the operation sequence for the n-th feeding section fol 
lows the sequence G) et seq., shown in FIG. 4, because 
there is no problem in the train interval. If a train is 
present in the n-th feeding section and the train interval 
is too short to satisfy the inequality formula (2), the 
succeeding train is decelerated around the (n-1)-th 
feeding section in accordance with the sequence shown 
in FIG. 7. When the train is present in the n-th feeding 
section and the train interval between that train and the 
preceding train is too short to satisfy the inequality 
formula (2), the second and third switches are operated 
in one of the following sequences, depending on at what 
position in the (n-1)-th feeding section the preceding 
train is present. When the preceding train is present at 
the linear motor block LMn+1f, that train is present 
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across the linear motor block LMnfor LMn-1b (case 1 
or 2 in FIG. 6B). Thus, the power supply station PSn+1 
is temporarily deenergized and the second switch 
SW21b is opened, and then the third switch 
SW31 is closed. Thereafter, at least the second 
switch SW2nf of the n-th feeding section is closed to 
regenerative-brake the train in the n-th feeding section 
through the power supply station PSn for preventing 
the collision of the trains and adjusting the train inter 
val. The conditions in the n-th and (n+1)-th feeding 
sections in FIG. 6A represent the above case, and the 
operating conditions of the switches and the power 
supply stations correspond to the cases 1 and 2 shown in 
FIG. 6C. In FIG. 6A, the preceding train TR (train No. 
1) is present at the linear motor block LMn-fand the 
succeeding train TR (train No. 2) is present at the linear 
motor blocks LMnf and/or LMn-1b. Thus, since the 
train interval between the preceding and succeeding 
trains is short, the second switch SW2n-1b for the back 
ward linear motor block of the (n-1)-th feeding section 
is opened while the third switch SW3n+1 which inter 
connects the adjacent feeder means is closed so that the 
train No. 2 is fed (regenerative braking) by the power 
supply station PS through the closed second switch 
SW2n?. Under this condition, even if the train No. 2 
fully moves into the linear motor block LMn-1, so that 
two trains are present in the (n+1)-th feeding station, 
the preceding train (train No. 1) is fed (powering opera 
tion) by the power supply station PSn+1 and the suc 
ceeding train (train No. 2) is fed (regenerative braking) 
by the power supply station PSn through the third 
switch SW3-1 so that the respective trains are inde 
pendently controlled by different power supply sta 
tions. Accordingly, the prevention of collision of trains 
and the adjustment of train interval can be easily at 
tained. After the train No. 2 has completely gone out of 
the linear motor block LM.nf, the power supply station 
PSn is deenergized, and if a succeeding train (train No. 
3) is present at the linear motor block LMn-1f of the 
(n-1)-th feeding section, the second switches of the 
n-th feeding section are kept closed to maintain a stand 
ing-by condition. The above sequence is repeated to 
operate the trains while keeping a proper train interval. 

Thus, by constructing the power supply main circuits 
for the linear motors as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2A and 
following the operation sequence as shown in FIGS. 4 
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10 
and 7, the operation of the trains can be effectively 
controlled even when the train interval is shorter than 
one feeding section length. This contributes to increase 
the density of trains in operation (which corresponds, in 
the linear motor transportation system, to the utilization 
factor of the power supply stations installed on the 
ground). The density of trains in operation will be dis 
cussed in more detail after the following explanation of 
operation for a case where one or more of the power 
supply stations is down. 

In the linear motor transportation system, even if one 
or more of the power supply stations installed on the 
ground are down, the train has to be able to run, with 
out trouble, through the feeding section to which the 
down power supply station belongs. Otherwise, the 
operation of the trains will be stopped. As an approach 
thereto, duplicate power supply stations may be in 
stalled in each feeding staion. That is, two power supply 
stations having the same power are provided with one 
of them being used as spare, or two power supply sta 
tions each having one half of normally required power 
are provided and those two power supply stations are 
operated in parallel or series during normal state and 
when one of the two power supply stations is down it is 
disconnected and the remaining normal one is used to 
carry out the operation at one half of the normal power. 
However, this needs redundant installation. In the cir 
cuit configuration shown in FIG. 1, which is an embodi 
ment of the present invention, the following operation 
sequence may be taken to attain continued operation of 
the trains even if one or more of the power supply 
stations are down. 
The following explanation is for the case where the 

power supply station PSn of the n-th feeding section is 
down, 
When the power supply station PSn of the n-th feed 

ing section is down or abnormal in the sequence of FIG. 
4, the n-th feeding section is handled in accordance with 
a sequence shown in FIG. 8. That is, the power supply 
station PSn is deenergized and the second switches 
SW2, and SW2nfare opened. The control for the 
linear motor block LMnt follows the operation se 
quence for the (n-1)-th feeding section shown in FIG. 
11 and the control for the linear motor block LMnf 
follows the operation sequence for the (n+1)-th feeding 
section shown in FIG, 12. 

Referring to FIGS. 9A, 9B and 9C, the operation 
sequence is explained for the case where the train inter 
val satisfies the inequality formula (1) and the power 
supply station PSn is down. FIG. 9A shows the train 
position for the case 2 in FIGS. 9B and 9C and the 
circuit condition for the case 4 in which the train TR 
No. 2 has moved as shown by broken line from the 
position shown in FIG. 9A. In the case 2 shown, the 
linear motor block LM at which the train TR No. 2 is 
present is fed by the power supply station Pn-1 through 
the previously closed second switch SW2n-1f and the 
third switch SW3-1. The linear motor block LMnf 
into which the train is to enter next has been connected 
to the power supply station PS- which is in a stand 
by state through the closed third switch SW3n+1 and 
the closed second switch SW2n-1b. When the train in 
question partially enters the linear motor block LM.nf, 
the power supply station PSn+1 which has been stand 
ing-by starts to feed. While the train is present across 
the two linear motor blocks LMnh and LMnif, it is fed 
by the power supply stations PS-1 and PSn+1 (the case 
3 in FIGS. 9B and 9C). After the train has completely 
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gone out of the linear motor block LMnh, the power 
supply station PS-1 is deenergized and the second 
switch SW2n-1.5 is closed to make it ready for a suc 
ceeding train which is to come next. Thus, the power 
supply station PS-1 is put in waiting state and the rain 
No. 2 in question continues to be operated by the power 
supply station PS 1 (the case 4 in FIGS. 9B and 9C). 
In a similar way, the (n-1)-th feeding section and the 
linear motor block LMnh are operated in the sequence 
shown in FIGS. 11A and 11B, and the (n+1)-th feeding 
section and the linear motor block LMnfare operated in 
the sequence shown in FIG. 12. 

In the example shown in FIGS. 9A through 9C, the 
train interval satisfies the ineqaulity formula (1) as de 
scribed above. Therefore, even if one or more of the 
power supply stations, e.g. the power supply station 
PS, are down, the train need not be inertia-operated or 
dynamic-braked in that section but it can be operated 
normally (e.g. powering) by the adjacent power supply 
stations PS-1 and PSn+1. Accordingly, the operation 
schedule of the trains need not be altered. However, 
when the train interval is too short to satisfy the 
ineqaulity formula (1), the inertia-operation or dynamic 
braking may be needed in some sections. 
FIGS. 10A, 10B and 10C illustrate the operation 

sequence when the train interval LTTis short as defined 
by the inequality formula (2), and the power supply 
stations PSn is down. The condition when the trains TR 
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 move in FIG. 10A corresponds 
to the case 1 shown in FIGS. 10B and 10C, and the train 
TR (train No. 2) in the linear motor block LMnt, is fed 
by the power supply station PS-1 through the third 
switch SW3-1. Since the succeeding train TR (train 
No. 3) is present in the linear motor block LMn-1, of 
the (n-1)-th feeding section (and hence the train inter 
val is short), the second switch SW2n-1, is opened to 
operate the train No. 3 in the inertial operation mode or 
dynamic braking mode. After the train No. 2 has 
complitely gone out of the linear motor block LMn-b(i.e. 
the case 2 in FIGS. 10B and 10C), the second switch 
SW2- it is closed and the train No. 3 is fed by the 
power supply station PS-1. On the other hand, since 
the train TR (train No. 1) which is present in the (n+1)- 
th feeding section forward of the n-th feeding section 
which is now down is fed by the power supply station 
PS1, the third switch SW3-1 and the second 
switch SW21, are kept open as shown in FIGS. 10A 
and 10C until the case 4 where the train No. 1 complitely 
goes out of the (n+1)-th feeding section and the linear 
motor blocks LMnf and LMn-1b are decided as an 
inertial operation or dynamic braking section to decel 
erate the succeeding train which will enter that blocks. 
After the train No. 1 has complitely gone out of the 
linear motor block LM-1?, the third switch SW3n+1 
and the second switch SW21.b are closed so that the 
train No. 2 is fed by the power supply station PSn+1. In 
a similar way, the (n-1)-th feeding section and the 
linear motor block LM, are operated in the sequence 
shown in FIGS. 11A and 11B, and the (n+1)-th feeding 
section and the linear motor block LMnfare operated in 
the sequence shown in FIG. i2. 
The operation sequence for the case where one or 

more power supply stations, e.g. the power supply sta 
tion PS, are down has been explained above with refer 
ence to FIGS. 9 to 12. Referring now to the flow chart 
of FIG. 11A, the operation sequence for a case where 
the train interval becomes extremely short is supple 
mentarily explained. Abnormal proximity occurs when 
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12 
two trains are present in both of the adjacent linear 
motor blocks. In the flow shown on the left hand of the 
drawing, the abnormal proximity is shown as the trains 
being present in both of the adjacent linear motor 
blocks LMnh and LMn-1f. Even if the power supply 
station is not down, such a state that two trains are 
present in one linear motor block is of course abnormal 
proximity. In the case of such abnormal proximity, the 
succeeding train should be braked while the preceding 
train should be in a powering mode to prevent the colli 
sion and adjust the train interval. 
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In the transportation system having the linear motor 
installed on the ground, the trains are operated by con 
trolling the feeding to the linear motor units, as de 
scribed above. In this case, one power supply station is 
basically used to control the feeding to one train. (In a 
linear synchronous motor, it is difficult to control the 
feeding by one power supply station to two trains of 
different velocities and different phases but in a linear 
induction motor it is possible in a certain degree. How 
ever, in any case, the operation of two trains by one 
power supply station poses a problem of variation of 
driving force and is not practical.) Accordingly, in the 
case of abnormal proximity in which one train is fed by 
a power supply station while a succeeding train is pres 
ent at the linear motor block connected to the feeder of 
the same power supply station, it is necessary to brake 
the succeeding train in the following manner. As shown 
in the flow chart on the left hand of FIG. 11A, in the 
case of the abnormal proximity described above, the 
first switch which connects the linear motor unit on 
which the succeeding train is present with the associ 
ated feeder is not permitted to be closed and the suc 
ceeding train is operated in an inertia operation mode 
(or a deceleration mode due to running resistance such 
as air resistance). In case of emergency, a mechanical 
brake provided on the train (the linear-motor transpor 
tation system is usually equipped with brake shoes) is 
operated. On the other hand, the first switch which 
connects the-linear motor unit on which the preceding 
train is present with the associated feeder is kept con 
trollable so that the train is operated in a powering 
mode by the power supply station for preventing the 
collision of the trains. When the two trains which are in 
abnormal proximity are present in different feeding 
stations, the operation sequence therefor follows the 
flow chart of FIG. 7, and when the two trains are pres 
ent in the same feeding section the operation is con 
trolled in accordance with the sequence shown in FIG. 
13, like the case described above. For example, when 
the adjacent trains are present at different linear motor 
blocks LM? and LMb in the n-th feeding section, the 
second switch SW2 for the succeeding train is closed 
so that the succeeding train is operated in an inertia 
operation mode, or in a dynamic braking mode by the 
circuit shown in FIG. 18 while the preceding train is 
operated in a powering mode by the power supply 
station PSn of the n-th feeding section for preventing the 
collision of trains. (In the above explanation, it was 
assumed that the power supply station PSn is operating 
normally.) 
The basic operation sequence for the feeding system 

for the linear motor transportation system in accor 
dance with the present invention has been explained in 
conjunction with FIGS. 2 to 7, the operation sequence 
for the case where one or more power supply stations 
are down has been explained with reference to FIGS. 8 
to 12, and the operation sequence for the abnormal 
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proximity in which two trains are present in one and the 
same feeding section has been explained with reference 
to FIGS. 13 and 11. In the embodiment of the present 
invention described above, since each of the feeding 
sections is divided into a plurality of linear motor blocks 
which are connected to the associated power supply 
station through the respective second switches, the 
trains are operated safely even when the train interval is 
shorter than one feeding section length, and even if one 
or more power supply stations are down the linear 
motor blocks in the feeding section to which the down 
power supply station belongs can be fed by the different 
power supply stations, that is, those in forward and 
backward feeding sections so that the trains are continu 
ously operated. Since a high degree of freedom in oper 
ating a plurality of trains is attained in this manner, the 
density of trains in operation (which corresponds to the 
utilization factor of the power supply stations in the 
linear motor transportation system as described above) 
can be increased as will be explained in the following 
example. 

It is desirable to determine the feeding section length 
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LPC based on the operation time interval tTT of the 
trains, the train velocity VT and the train length LT in 
the following manner. However, a voltage drop across 
the feeder should be taken into consideration when the 
feeding section length LPcis long. As an example, when 
the operation time interval tTT is 300 seconds (5 min 
utes), the train velocity VT is 139 m/second (500 
km/hour) and the train length LT is 400 m, the train 
interval LTT, which is the product of VT and tTT, is 
equal to 41700 m. 
When the train interval LTT and the feeding section. 

length LPC are selected to satisfy the inequality formula 
(1), LPC is approximately 27 km. When they are selected 
to satisfy the inequality formula (2), LPC is approxi 
mately 40 km. 
On the other hand, a ratio of the number NT of the 

trains in the transport path to the number NPC of the 
power supply stations is given by; 

number NT of feeding section (3) 
trains - length LPC 

number NPC of train interval 
power stations LTT 

It represents the utilization factor of the power supply 
stations in the linear motor transportation system. When 
the ratio is equal to 1, it indicates that each power sup 
ply station is always working for one train and hence 
the utilization factor is 100%. However, in the transpor 
tation system having the linear motors installed on the 
ground, the one-to-one correspondence described 
above cannot be attained but the ratio is smaller than 1 
because the train may run across two feeding sections 
and in such a case the train must be fed by two power 
supply stations. (Otherwise, the driving force may vary 
giving bad feeling to the passengers.) 
When the feeding section length of 28 km is selected 

to satisfy the inequality formula (1), the ratio is equal to 
0.65, and when it is selected to 40 km to satisfy the 
inequality formula (2), the ratio is equal to 0.96. In the 
prior art feeding system described before, the ratio is 0.5 
or less because no train should be present in the feeding 
sections forward of and backward of a feeding section 
in which one train is present. It is seen from the above 
that the feeding system for the linear motor in accor 
dance with the present invention provides a high utiliza 
tion factor of the power supply station or in other 
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words it can increase the density of train in operation. 
Furthermore, in the prior art feeding system described 
before, when any one of the power supply station is 
down the operation of train through that section is 
blocked. In the present invention, the operation similar 
to normal operation is attained as shown in FIGS. 9B 
and 9C by selecting the train interval to satisfy the in 
equality formula (1). Furthermore, even when the train 
interval is short to satisfy the inequality formula (2), the 
operation of the trains is not blocked although some 
trains are operated in an inertia operation mode as 
shown in FIGS. 10B and 10C, When one of the power 
supply stations is down, however, it is desirable to oper 
ate the trains such that the train interval between a train 
in the down feeding section and the trains forward and 
backward thereof satisfies the inequality formula (1) 
because this enables as smooth feeding control as that 
attained in normal state. 

In the feeding system for the linear motor as shown in 
the embodiment shown in FIG. 1 and subsequent fig 
ures, where one power supply station is provided for 
each feeding section, each feeding section being divided 
into a plurality of linear motor blocks, each of the linear 
motor blocks being connected to the power supply 
station in the associated feeding section through the 
associated second switches, each of the feeders for the 
linear motor blocks in each feeding section being con 
nected with the adjacent feeders for the respective lin 
ear motor blocks in the adjacent feeding sections 
through the associated third switches, another advan 
tage is obtained as will be explained below. 

In the construction shown in FIG. 14A, the linear 
motor units in each feeding block are not divided into a 
plurality of blocks and the feeders of adjacent feeding 
sections are interconnected through the third switches 
SW3-2-1, SW3n-in, . . . , and in the construction 
shown in FIG. 14B, the linear motor units in each feed 
ing section are divided into two blocks and the feeders 
in the adjacent feeding sections are interconnected 
through the third switches SW3n-2n-1, SW3n-1..n, . . . 
. In FIGS. 14A and 14B, it is assumed that the power 
supply station PSn is down. The power supply station 
PS is disconnected from the feeder by cutting-off sec 
ond switch or switches (SW2 in FIG. 14A and SW2nt, 
and SW2nfin FIG. 14B). When the trains TR are oper 
ated at the train interval which satisfies the inequality 
formula (1) while one of the power supply stations is 
down, the following difference is noted between the 
constructions of FIG. 14A and FIG. 14.B. When trains 
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 are present at the positions 
shown by solid line marks D, the linear motor units 
under the respective trains are fed, both in FIG. 14A 
and in FIG. 14B, by the power supply stations PSn+1, 
PS-1 and PS-2, respectively, through the second 
switches, the feeders, (additionally the third switch for 
the train No. 2 in the n-th feeding section), and the first 
switches not shown, as shown by solid line arrows. 
When the trains No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 move to the 
positions shown by broken line marks D, the linear 
motor units under the respective trains are fed by the 
power supply stations PSn+2, PSn+1 and PSn-1, re 
spectively, as shown by broken line arrows. Now notic 
ing the train No. 2 which is present in the n-th feeding 
section, it is fed by the power supply station PSn-1 
when it is at the initial position, but it is fed by the 
power supply station PSn+1 when it is at the second 
position. Accordingly, in the case of FIG. 14A, each of 
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the third switches SW3-1 and SW3.nl must be 
switched, That is, at the initial state in FIG. 14A, the 
third switch SW3-1 is closed and the third switch 
SW3n+1 is opened so that the power supply station 
PS-1 feeds the linear motor block LM, but when the 
train No. 2 has displaced to its second position the third 
switch SW3-1 is opened and the third switch 
SW3n+1 is closed so that the power supply station 
PS-1 feeds the linear motor block LM. (The train No. 
2 is now fed by the power supply station PS-1 because 
the preceding train No. 1 has entered the next or (n-1-2)- 
th feeding section and the power supply station PS-1 
has to feed the succeeding train No. 3.) Accordingly, in 
the feeding system of FIG, 14A, each of the third 
switches which connect the down n-th feeding section 
to the adjacent (n-1)-th and (n+1)-th feeding sections 
must be switched. To this end, the feeding to the linear 
motor block LM is temporarily stopped. As a result, 
the driving force of the train in the down feeding sec 
tion varies at the time of switching of the third switches 
and bad feeling is presented to the passengers, On the 
contrary, as shown in FIG, 14B, when each feeding 
section is divided into two linear motor blocks and each 
linear motor block is connected to the power supply 
station of the associated feeding section through the 
respective second switches, and the associated feeders 
of the adjacent linear motor blocks which belong to the 
adjacent feeding sections are interconnected through 
the third switches, the train No. 2 can be fed by the 
power supply station PS-1 or PS1 as it travels while 
the third switches SW3-1 and SW3n+1 are kept 
closed, because, in the present example, the respective 
feeders for the linear motor blocks LM6 and LMnfare 
disconnected from each other by opening both the sec 
ond switches SW2nt, and SW2n?. Accordingly, there 
are advantages that the driving force does not vary 
since the feeding is not interrupted, and the third 
switches need not be switched. 

Referring to FIG. 15, the feeding system is explained 
for the case where the power supply stations which 
belong to the adjacent two feeding sections are both 
down. The construction of FIG. 15 is similar to that of 
the feeding system shown in FIG. 1 except that fourth 
switches are provided between the second switches and 
the associated power supply stations. In this configura 
tion, when the power supply stations PSn and PSn+1 are 
down, the fourth switches SW4 and SW4- 1 are 
opened to disconnect the power supply stations PSn and 
PS-1 while the third switch SW3n+1 which intercon 
nects the respective feeders of the down power supply 
stations PS and PS-1 is opened to disconnect the 
interconnection between those feeders. Under this con 
dition, in order to feed the linear motor blocks LM-1?, 
LMb and LMn-ffrom the normal power supply station 
PS-1, the fourth switch SW4-1, the second switches 
SW2n-1?, SW2nt, and SW2nf and the third switch 
SW3-1 are closed. On the other hand, in order to 
feed the linear motor blocks LMn-1b, LM-1? and 
LMn2b from the normal power supply station PSn+2, 
the second switches SW2n+1b, SW2n-1.f. and 
SW2n+2b, the third switch SW3n+1,n-2 and the fourth 
switch SW4-2 are closed; and in order to feed the 
linear motor block LM-1, from the normal power 
supply station PS-2 (not shown) of the (n-2)-th feed 
ing section, the third switch SW3-2-1 is closed and 
the second switch SW2n-1bis opened to disconnect the 
linear motor block LMn-1b from the power supply 
station PS-1. In a similar manner, the third switch 
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16 
SW3n-2-3 is closed to feed the linear motor block 
LMn-2? from the power supply station PSn+3 (not 
shown) of the (n-3)-th feeding section, and the second 
switch SW2n-2? is opened to disconnect the linear 
motor block LMn+2f from the power supply station 
PSn+2. In this manner, the (n-2)-th feeding section and 
the linear motor block LMn-1b are fed by the power 
supply station PSn-2 (not shown), the linear motor 
block LMn- if and the n-th feeding section are fed by 
the power supply station PS-1, the (n+1)-th feeding 
section and the linear motor block LMn2b are fed by 
the power supply station PSn+2, and the linear motor 
block LMn+2fand the (n+3)-th feeding section are fed 
by the power supply station PSn+3. In this manner, 
each of the power supply stations PS-2, PS-1, 
PS2 and PS3 serves to feed three linear motor 
blocks to continuously drive the trains. In this case, the 
trains are preferably operated in those sections at the 
train interval which satisfies the inequality formula (1) 
to prevent more than one train from entering the feed 
ing range of each power supply station. In the feeding 
sections other than those described above, each power 
supply station feeds to two linear motor blocks in the 
same manner as described above. The switching of the 
fourth switches are controlled by a signal SG4 from the 
signal processing unit which will be described later, as is 
the case for the other switches. 
Now, the dynamic braking and the detection of train 

position discussed in the above explanation are de 
scribed in detail. 

In the linear motor transportation system which con 
trols the feeding by the power supply stations installed 
on the ground, dynamic braking is carried out when the 
train interval is short, or any one of the power supply 
stations is down or in case of emergency such as power 
failure, as described above. The dynamic braking may 
be carried out by opening the second switch SW2 and 
closing a fifth switch SW5 to connect a dynamic brake 
device DB including a resistor or the like in parallel 
with the linear motor unit ULM2 as shown in FIG. 16. 
A voltage induced at the linear motor unit causes a 
short circuit current to flow through the dynamic brake 
device DB as shown by a broken line in FIG. 16 to 
produce a braking force. The braking energy is con 
sumed as a resistive loss in the short circuit. 
FIG. 17 shows a status of the feeding system corre 

sponding to the case 3 in FIGS. 10B and 10C. When the 
power supply station PS is down and the train interval 
satisfies the inequality formula (2) and the trains are at 
the positions shown (case 3 in FIGS, 10B and 10C), the 
power supply station PSn+1 feeds the train No. 1 (not 
shown) in the linear motor block LM-1? while the 
power supply station PS-1 feeds the train No. 3 in the 
linear motor block LM-1?. Accordingly, the train No. 
2 in the linear motor block LMnfmust be operated in an 
inertia operation mode or in a dynamic braking mode by 
closing a fifth switch SW5fto insert the dynamic brake 
device DB?. A dynamic brake device DBn 1b is in 
serted in the linear motor block LMn-1b by closing a 
fifth switch SW51, because the linear motor block 
LM it is to be used as a dynamic braking section as 
safety measure for preventing the collision of trains 
since the train No. 1 (not shown) forward of the train 
No. 2 is present at the linear motor block LM-1.fof the 
(n+1)-th feeding section. 

In the feeding system in which each feeding section is 
divided into a plurality of linear motor blocks, the dy 
namic brake device may be inserted either between the 
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feeder and the second switch as shown in FIG. 17 or 
between the second switch and the fourth switch as 
shown in FIG. 19. FIG. 8 illustrates the former case. It 
is effective when a train is present in a forward linear 
motor block in a feeding section and a succeeding train 
enters a backward linear motor block in the same feed 
ing section, as shown in FIG. 18. Referring to FIG. 18, 
when the train No. 1 is present at the linear motor block 
LMnf of the n-th feeding section and the succeeding 
train No. 2 enters the linear motor block LMb, the 
train No. 1 is fed (in a powering mode) by the power 
supply station PSn by closing the second switch SW2nf 
while the train No. 2 is operated in a dynamic braking 
mode by opening the second switch SW2nh and closing 
the fifth switch SWSnt to couple the dynamic brake 
device DBnh. Accordingly, even if a train is present in 
a feeding section and a succeeding train enters the same 
feeding section, the collision of the trains can be pre 
vented and the train interval can be rapidly lengthened. 
On the other hand, in the example shown in FIG. 19, 
the dynamic brake device DBn is connected between 
the second switches SW2nt, and SW2nfand the fourth 
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feeding system as shown in FIG. 1 are to be operated in 
the sequences described above, if the position detection 
range is assigned to each linear motor block as shown in 
FIG. 20, an absolute position detection is attained at the 
unit of at least one linear motor block. (A train position 
within a linear motor block can be detected at the unit 
of cross pitch of the cross induction lines but the abso 
lute position may be erroneously detected if the signals 
at the unit of cross pitch are incorrectly counted.) Ac 
cordingly, the train position detection at the unit of 
linear motor block is more reliable. The signal process 
ing units each stores a control program based on the 
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SW4 through the fifth switch SW5. It has an advan 
tage over the example of FIG. 18 in that the number of 
the dynamic brake devices can be decreased but it also 
has a disadvantage in that it cannot afford fine control 
as the example of FIG. 18 does, in which FIG. 18 when 
two trains are present in the n-th feeding section the 
preceding train is fed by the associated power supply 
station while the succeeding train in dynamic-braked. 
(However, when the trains are operated at a sufficiently 
long train interval, the occurrence of the above case can 
be avoided and the arrangement of FIG. 19 which is 
simpler than that of FIG. 18 may be used.) The switch 
ing operations of the fifth switch are also controlled by 
a signal SG5 from the signal processing unit which will 
be described later, as is the case for other switches. 

In the embodiments described above, the detection of 
train positions necessary to control the feeding system 
may be carried out by well-known optical position de 
tection method of cross induction line method. A pre 
ferred train position detection system which is effective 
to the feeding system in which each feeding section is 
divided into a plurality of linear motor blocks will be 
described below. 
FIG. 20 shows a block diagram illustrating position 

detection ranges and a method of transmission of posi 
tion detection information with other feeding sections 
when well-known position detection means such as 
cross induction line method is used. In FIG. 20, the 
well-known position detection means such as cross in 
duction lines Dn-2f; Dn-1b, Dn-1f. . . . are arranged 
one for each of the linear motor blocks LMn-2, 
LMn-1b, LMn-1.?; . . . , respectively, and signals there 
from are received by receivers Rn-2?, Rin-1b, Rin-1.f, . 
.., respectively. The position detection signals received 
by the receivers are processed by position signal pro 
cessing units DC-2, DCn-1, DCn . . . , respectively. 
The position signal processing units, e.g. unit DCn, 
transmits the train position information in the n-th feed 
ing section received by the receivers Rib and Rifto the 
position signal processing units DCn-1 and DCn+1 re 
spectively provided in the adjacent (n-1)-th and 
(n+1)-th feeding sections and it also receives train posi 
tion information in the adjacent feeding sections from 
the position signal processing units DC-1 and DCn 1 
respectively provided in the adjacent (n-1)-th and 
(n-1)-th feeding sections, When the switches of the 
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flow charts described above and they respond to the 
input position information to transmit necessary con 
trols SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4, SGs and SGp, based on the 
stored program, to the first switches, the second 
switches, the third switches, the fourth switches, the 
fifth switches and the power supply stations, respec 
tively, of the associated feeding sections to control the 
operations thereof. Instead of storing the control pro 
grams in the signal processing units, they may be stored 
in a central processing unit (CPU), not shown, and the 
respective signal processing units transfer the position 
information to the CPU which, in turn, transmits the 
necessary control signals SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4, SG5 and 
SG to the feeding sections. 
The basic idea of determining the feeding section 

length in the feeding system of the present invention has 
been explained above. The determination of the feeding 
section length at a special section, that is, a section near 
a railway station will now be described. Assuming that 
an acceleration/deceleration rate of the train is 3.6 
km/hour/second, a maximum speed of the train is 500 
km/hour, stop period at the railway station is one min 
ute and a train interval is five minutes, a minimum train 
interval across the railway station is approximately 
equal to 14.4 km which is shorter than the train interval 
(41.7 km) when the trains are running at a high speed. 
Accordingly, as shown in FIGS. 21A and 21B, the 
feeding section length near the railway station should be 
shorter than the feeding section length in the high speed 
running section. In FIGS. 21A and 21B, the length of 
each of the linear motor blocks LMnh and LMnf is 
selected to be equal to one half of the normal feeding 
section length of approximately 9 km which is deter 
mined from the inequantity formula (1) assuming that 
the train interval is 14.4 km, and the length of each of 
the linear motor blocks LMn-1f and LMn-1b is equal 
to the linear motor block length in the high speed run 
ning section which is determined from the inequality 
formula (1), provided that one or two linear motor 
blocks in which no train is present are provided be 
tween the trains (for safety reason), taking the accelera 
tion/deceleration rate and the stop period into consider 
ation. In FIGS. 21A and 21B, the controls for decelera 
tion, stopping and the initial acceleration for trains are 
carried out by the power supply station PSn. FIG. 21A 
shows the train position when the train No. 2 has 
stopped at the railway station. The train interval be 
tween the train No. 2 and the train No. 1 is approxi 
mately 23.7 km, and the train interval between the train 
No. 2 and a succeeding train (not shown) is approxi 
mately 32 km. FIG. 21B shows the train position when 
the train interval between the train No. 2 and the train 
No. 3 is minimum, approximately 14.4 km. As described 
above, by reducing the linear motor block length near 
the railway station so that one or more linear motor 
blocks are provided between the trains, the trains can be 
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operated in the sequence shown in FIG, 4 with safety 
and a high utilization factor of the power supply sta 
tions, 
According to the present invention, a feeding system 

for a linear motor transportation system which has an 
increased density of trains in operation and a higher 
utilization factor of the power supply stations is pro 
vided. 
What we claim is: 
1. A feeding system for a linear motor transportation 

system having a number of discrete drive coil units or 
linear motor units serially arranged along a track to 
generate a moving magnetic field for driving vehicles, 
said feeding system comprising: 
a number of feeding sections serially contiguously 

extending along said track, said linear motor units 
being assigned to said feeding sections; 

at least one power supply station arranged at each of 
said feed sections; 

each of said feeding sections being divided into at 
least two linear motor blocks so as to extend seri 
ally contiguously along said track;- - 

two feeder means arranged respectively correspond 
ing to said at least two linear motor blocks in each 
of said feeding sections; : 

a first group of switch means, each of the linear motor 
units belonging to one of said two linear motor 
blocks of each of said feeding sections being con 
nected to the associated one of said two feeder 
means through a corresponding one of said first 
group of switch means, and - each of the linear 
motor units belonging to the other of said two 
linear motor blocks being connected to the other of 
said two feeder means: through a corresponding 

- one of said first group of switch means; 
a second group of switch means, each of said two 
- feeder means arranged in each of said feeding sec 
tions being connected to the associated power sup 
ply station through corresponding ones of said 
second group of switch means; and 

means for controlling said second group of switch 
means in a manner so that at least one of said sec 
ond group of switch means connected to a corre 
sponding one of said linear motor blocks through a 
corresponding one of said feeder means and corre 
sponding ones of said first group of switch means is 
closed when a vehicle exists within said corre 
sponding one linear motor block and that when 
before another vehicle succeeding said first men 
tioned vehicle enters a linear notor block back 
wardly adjacent to said corresponding one linear 
motor block at least another one of said second 
group of switch means connected to said back 
wardly adjacent linear motor block is opened at 
latest before said succeeding vehicle enters said 
backwardly adjacent linear motor block. 

2. A feeding system according to claim 1 further 
comprising: 

a third group of switch means, each adjacent two of 60 
said feeder means respectively belonging to adja 
cent different feeding sections being intercon 
nected through corresponding one of said third 
group of switch means. 

3. A feeding system according to claim 2 further 
comprising: 

a fourth group of switch means, each of said second 
group of switch means being connected to the 
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associated power supply station through corre 
sponding one of said fourth group of switch means. 

4. A feeding system according to claim 3 further 
comprising: 

a fifth group of switch means; and 
a plurality of dynamic brake means each connected to 

corresponding one of said fourth group of switch 
means through corresponding one of said fifth 
group of switch means, at the junction portion 
between the fourth switch means and the second 
switch means connected thereto. 

5. A feeding system according to claim 2 further 
comprising: 
a fifth group of switch means; and 
a plurality of dynamic brake means each connected to 

corresponding one of said second group of switch 
means through corresponding one of said fifth 
group of switch means, at the junction portion 
between the second switch means and the feeder 
means connected thereto. 

6. A feeding system according to claim 1 further 
comprising: 

a fifth group of switch means; and 
a plurality of dynamic brake means each connected to 

corresponding one of said second group of switch 
means through the corresponding one of said fifth 
group of switch means, at the joint portion be 
tween the second switch means and the feeder 
means connected thereto, - 

7. A feeding system according to claim 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 
further comprising: 

operation control means being operative such that 
when a power supply station belonging to at least 
one of said feeding sections is down, the corre 
sponding ones of said second group of Switch 
means for coupling said down power supply station 
to the two feeder means for feeding the respective 
tow linear motor blocks in said one feeding section 
are opened and the corresponding ones of said 
third group of switch means respectively con 
nected to the two feeder means of said one feeding 
section are closed, so that the two linear motor 
blocks in said one feeding section are respectively 
fed by power converters respectively belonging to 
two feeding sections adjacent to said one feeding 
section through said closed ones of said third group 
of switch means, said power converters forming a 
part of said power supply stations associated with 
said two adjacent feeding sections. 

8. A feeding system according to claim 4, 5 or 6 fur 
ther comprising: 

operation control means being operative such that 
when two vehicles are present in adjacent two 
linear motor blocks belonging to one and the same 
feeding section, the succeeding one of said two 
vehicles is operated in a dynamic braking mode by 
the dynamic brake means associated with the linear 
motor block in which said succeeding vehicle is 
present, and when two vehicles are present in adja 
cent two linear motor blocks respectively belong 
ing to adjacent two different feeding sections the 
succeeding vehicle is operated in a regenerative 
braking mode by the power supply station associ 
ated with the linear motor block in which said 
succeeding vehicle is present. 

9. A feeding system according to claim 5 or 6 further 
comprising means for controlling each of said second 
group of switch means and the corresponding one of 
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said fifth group of switch means connected thereto such 
that said fifth group of switch means is closed while said 
second group of switch means is opened when dynamic 
braking is to be effected. 

10. A feeding system according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 
6 wherein the length LLM of each of the two linear 
motor blocks in each of said feeding sections is selected 
to satisfy an inequality formula 

LLM C(LTT-LT) 

where LTT is a vehicle-to-vehicle distance and LT is a 
length of one vehicle. 

11. A feeding system according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 
6 further comprising: 
means for controlling the operation of the vehicles 
such that a vehicle-to-vehicle distance LTTsatisfies 
an inequality formula 

where LLM is a length of each of said two linear 
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motor blocks in each of said feeding sections, and 
LT is a length of one vehicle, 

12. A feeding system according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 
6 further comprising: 
means for controlling the operation of the vehicles 

such that each of said linear motor blocks is deter 
mined as a block section for the operation of the 
vehicles, 

13. A feeding system according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 
6 wherein each of said two feeder means for respec 
tively feeding the two linear motor blocks in each of 
said feeding sections includes a plurality of feeders; 
wherein each of the linear motor units belonging to 
each of said linear motor blocks are alternately con 
nected to the feeders of the feeder means associated 
with the linear motor block through corresponding one 
of said first group of switch means; said power supply 
station includes a plural number of power converters 
arranged in each of said feeding sections, said plural 
number being the same; as the number of the feeders in 
each of said two feeder means; and wherein each of said 
second group of switch means has the same plural num 
ber of paths as the number of the feeders of each of the 
feeder means so that the feeders of each of said feeder 
means are connected to corresponding one of said plu 
rality of power converters in each of said feeding sec 
tions correspondingly through the paths of associated 
one of said second group of switch means. 

14. A feeding system according to claim 13 wherein 
said means for producing position information includes 
means for producing position information for each vehi 
cle regarding a specific linear motor block in a specific 
feeding section in which block the vehicle is present. 

15. A feeding system according to claim 13 wherein 
each of the two linear motor blocks in each of the feed 
ing sections is subdivided into a plurality of zones, and 
wherein said means for producing position information 
includes means for producing position information for 
each vehicle regarding a specific zone in a specific lin 
ear motor block in a specific feeding section in which 
zone the vehicle is present. . 

16. A feeding system according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 
6 further comprising: 
means for producing position information regarding 

positions of the vehicles; and 
means responsive to the vehicle position information 
and based on a stored program for controlling the 
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operations of the respective switch means and the 
energization, standing-by and deemergization of the 
respective power supply stations to control the 
operation of the vehicles. 

17. A feeding system for a linear motor transportation 
system having a number of discrete drive coil units or 
linear motor units arranged along a track to generate a 
moving magnetic field for driving vehicles, said feeding 
system comprising: 

a number of feeding sections contiguously extending 
along said track, said linear motor units being as 
signed to said feeding sections; 

at least one power supply station arranged at each of 
said feeding sections; 

each of said feeding sections being divided into at. 
least two linear motor blocks; 

two feeder means respectively arranged for said at 
least two linear motor blocks in each of said feed 
ing sections; 

a first group of switch means, each of the linear motor 
units belonging to one of said two linear motor 
blocks of each of said feeding sections being con 
nected to the associated one of said two feeder 
means through a corresponding one of said first 
group of switch means, and each of the linear 
motor units belonging to the other of said two 
linear motor blocks being connected to the other of 
said two feeder means through a corresponding 
one of said first group of switch means; 

a second group of switch means, each of said two 
feeder means arranged in each of said feeding sec 
tions being connected to the associated power sup 
ply station through corresponding ones of said 
second group of switch means; and 

a third group of switch means, each adjacent two of 
said feeder means respectively belonging to adja 
cent different feeding sections being intercon 
nected through corresponding one of said third 
group of switch means. 

18. A feeding system according to claim 17 further 
comprising: 

a fourth group of switch means, each of said second 
group of switch means being connected to the 
associated power supply station through corre 
sponding one of said fourth group of switch means. 

19. A feeding system according to claim 18 further 
comprising: 

a fifth group of switch means, and 
a plurality of dynamic brake means each connected to 

corresponding one of said fourth group of switch 
means through corresponding one of said fifth 
group of switch means, at the junction portion 
between the fourth switch means and the second 
switch means connected thereto. 

20. A feeding system according to claim 17 further 
comprising: 

a fifth group of switch means, and 
a plurality of dynamic brake means each connected to 

corresponding one of said second group of switch 
means through corresponding one of said fifth 
group of switch means, at the junction portion 
between the second switch means and the feeder 
means connected thereto. 

21. A feeding system according to claim 19 or 20 
further comprising: 

operation control means being operative such that 
when two vehicles are present in adjacent two 
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linear motor blocks belonging to one and the same 
feeding section, the succeeding one of said two 
vehicles is operated in a dynamic braking mode by 
the dynamic brake means associated with the linear 
motor block in which said succeeding vehicle is 
present, and when two vehicles are present in adja 
cent two linear motor blocks respectively belong 
ing to adjacent two different feeding sections the 
succeeding vehicle is operated in a regenerative 
braking mode by the power supply station associ 
ated with the linear motor block in which said 
succeeding vehicle is present, 

22. A feeding system according to claim 20 further 
comprising means for controlling each of said second 
group of switch means and the corresponding one of 
said fifth group of switch means connected thereto such 
that said fifth group of switch means is closed while said 
second group of switch means is opened when dynamic 
braking is to be effected. 

23. A feeding system according to claim 17, 18, 19 or 
20 further comprising: 

operation control means being operative such that 
when a power supply station belonging to at least 
one of said feeding sections is down, the corre 
sponding ones of said second group of switch 
means for coupling said down power supply station 
to the two feeder means for feeding the respective 
two linear motor blocks in said one feeding section 
are opened and the corresponding ones of said 
third group of switch means respectively con 
nected to the two feeder means of said one feeding 
section are closed, so that the two linear motor 
blocks in said one feeding section are respectively 
fed by power converters respectively belonging to 
two feeding sections adjacent to said one feeding 
section through said closed ones of said third group 
of switch means, said power converters forming a 
part of said power supply stations associated with 
said two adjacent feeding sections. 

24. A feeding system for a linear motor transportation 
system having a number of discrete drive coil units or 
linear motor units arranged along a track to generate a 
moving magnetic field for driving vehicles, said feeding 
system comprising: 

a number of feeding sections contiguously extending 
along said track, said linear motor units being as 
signed to said feeding sections; 

at least one power supply station arranged at each of 
said feeding sections; 

each of said feeding sections being divided into at 
least two linear motor blocks; 

two feeder means respectively arranged for said at 
least two linear motor blocks in each of said feed 
ing sections; 

a first group of switch means, each of the linear motor 
units belonging to one of said two linear motor 
blocks of each of said feeding sections being con 
nected to the associated one of said two feeder 
means through a corresponding one of said first 
group of switch means, and each of the linear 
motor units belonging to the other of said two 
linear motor blocks being connected to the other of 
said two feeder means through a corresponding 
one of said first group of switch means; 

a second group of switch means, each of said two 
feeder means arranged in each of said feeding sec 
tions being connected to the associated power sup 
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24 
ply station through corresponding ones of said 
second group of switch means; and 

a fourth group of switch means, each of said second 
group of switch means being connected to the 
associated power supply station through a corre 
sponding one of said fourth group of switch means, 

25. A feeding system according to claim 24 further 
comprising: 

a fifth group of switch means; and 
a plurality of dynamic brake means each connected to 

corresponding one of said fourth group of switch 
means through corresponding one of said fifth 
group of switch means, at the junction portion 
between the fourth switch means and the second 
switch means connected thereto. 

26. A feeding system according to claim 17, 18, 19, 
20, 24 or 25 wherein the length LLM of each of the two 
linear motor blocks in each of said feeding sections is 
selected to satisfy an inequality formula 

where LTT is a vehicle-to-vehicle distance and LT is a 
length of one vehicle. 

27. A feeding system according to claim 17, 18, 19, 
20, 24 or 25 further comprising: 
means for controlling the operation of the vehicles 

such that a vehicle-to-vehicle distance LTTsatisfies 
an inequality formula 

LTT22 LLM--LT 

where LLM is a length of each of said two linear motor 
blocks in each of said feeding sections, and LT is a 
length of one vehicle. 

28. A feeding system according to claim 17, 18, 19, 
20, 24 or 25 further comprising: 

means for controlling the operation of the vehicles 
such that one of said linear motor blocks consti 
tutes one block section for the operation of the 
vehicles. 

29. A feeding system according to claim 17, 18, 19, 
20, 24 or 25 wherein each of said two feeder means for 
respectively feeding the two linear motor blocks in each 
of said feeding sections includes a plurality of feeders; 
wherein each of the linear motor units belonging to 
each of said linear motor blocks are alternately con 
nected to the feeders of the feeder means associated 
with the linear motor block through corresponding one 
of said first group of switch means; said power supply 
station includes a plural number of power converters 
arranged in each of said feeding sections, said plural 
number being the same as the number of the feeders in 
each of said two feeder means; and wherein each of said 
second group of switch means has the same plural num 
ber of paths as the number of the feeders of each of the 
feeder means so that the feeders of each of said feeder 
means are connected to corresponding one of said plu 
rality of power converters in each of said feeding sec 
tions correspondingly through the paths of associated 
one of said second group of switch means. 

30. A feeding system according to claim 17, 18, 19, 
20, 24 or 25 further comprising: 
means for producing position information regarding 

positions of the vehicles; and 
means responsive to the vehicle position information 
and based on a stored program for controlling the 
operations of the respective switch means and the 
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energization, standing-by and deemergization of the 
respective power supply station to control the op 
eration of the vehicles. 

31. A feeding system according to claim 30 wherein 
said means for producing position information includes 
means for producing position information for each vehi 
cle regarding a specific linear motor block in a specific 
feeding section in which block the vehicle is present. 
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26 
32. A feeding system according to claim 30 wherein 

each of the two linear motor blocks in each of the feed 
ing sections is subdivided into a plurality of zones, and 
wherein said means for producing position information 
includes means for producing position information for 
each vehicle regarding a specific zone in a specific lin 
ear motor block in a specific feeding section in which 
zone the vehicle is present. 

k is a sk 


